For any graph G, the set of independent spanning trees (ISTs) is defined as the set of spanning trees in G. All ISTs have the same root, paths from the root to another vertex between distinct trees are vertex-disjoint and edge-disjoint. The construction of multiple independent trees on a graph has numerous applications, such as fault-tolerant broadcasting and secure message distribution. The pancake graph is a subclass of Cayley graphs and since Cayley graphs are crucial for designing interconnection networks, constructing ISTs on these graphs is necessary for many practical applications. In this paper, we propose algorithms for constructing ISTs on pancake graph. Examine the use of our algorithm for constructing ISTs on pancake graph in different dimensions. We also present proofs about the construction of ISTs on pancake graph to verify that the correctness of these algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In graph theory, the pancake graph is a type of Cayley graphs that encodes a certain abstract structure of an element group into a graph. For example, each vertex in the pancake graph can be used to represent a permutation of the element set. Let P(n) (alternatively referred to as an n-pancake graph) denotes the structure of a graph in which each vertex represents a permutation of n elements from 1 to n; also know as an n-dimensional pancake graph. Moreover, the graph's edges are given between permutations transitive by prefix reversals; this means that when two permutations of n elements are generated through prefix reversals, then there exists an edge that is connected between these two vertices (e.g., an edge exists between (1, 2, 3, 4) and (3, 2, 1, 4) because the prefix of three elements is a reversal). The cardinality of the vertex set in P(n) is n!, and the n-pancake graph is n − 1 regular. Figure 1 presents the structure of P(3) and P (4) . The pancake graph can be regarded as a model of interconnecting networks for a parallel computing structure [1] , [3] , [4] , [14] . Considerable attention has been paid to the inherent symmetric and reversive properties of graphs such as their relative sparsity compared with hypercubes and the sub-logarithmic diameter that can be used to represent a delay in communication [10] , [15] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kashif Saleem . In the design of interconnecting networks for parallel computing structures, fault-tolerance can be a crucial criterion that enables a system to continue operating properly in the event of failures either in hardware or software that relate to some components. Fault-tolerant broadcasting and secure message distribution have numerous applications for constructing multiple independent spanning trees (ISTs) in the relevant interconnecting networks. Let us consider the nature of ISTs. The ISTs of a given graph constitute a set of spanning trees that share the same root vertex, and each path from the root to the other vertices in the graph between each distinct spanning tree is vertex-disjoint and edge-disjoint. Because, in a given interconnecting network, the ISTs are vertex-disjoint and edge-disjoint. When some components are no longer operating properly, the system can use a different spanning tree structure to broadcast and continue to complete jobs. Figure 2 illustrates the different spanning trees on P(3). Considering spanning tree 1 and spanning tree 2 in Figure 2 , we observe that the paths are vertex-disjoint and edge-disjoint. Considering spanning tree 3 and spanning tree 4 in Figure 2 , we observe that although they are vertexdisjoint, the edge between root vertex (1, 2, 3) and vertex (2, 1, 3) is used in both trees; therefore, they are not independent [2] , [9] , [16] . Zehavi and Itai proposed that k ITSs can be constructed from a k-connected graph [19] . This conjecture has been confirmed on a k-connected graph when k is less than 5 (as demonstrated in [9] , [7] , [19] , and [8] for k = 2, 3, and 4, respectively). However, the conjecture has yet to be confirmed for k greater than 5. Researchers have shifted their attention to methods for constructing ISTs on restricted interconnected networks [5] , [6] . Numerous studies have been published regarding different types of hypercubes; in particular, star graphs can be used for constructing ISTs on different types of Cayley graphs [16] . We focus on constructing ISTs on different graphs [5] , [6] , [11] - [13] , [18] ; the emphasis is how to determine different independent paths from vertex v to the root vertex [10] , [17] . We consider that an algorithm is fully parallelized if uses all network vertices for computation [5] , [18] . In this paper, we propose parallel algorithms for determining the parent vertex for each vertex to construct ISTs.
Property 1: The greatest number of ISTs in P(n) is n − 1. Proof: P(n) is n − 1 regular. Each vertex in a spanning tree has only one parent. Therefore, we can assume that the vertices in ISTs must connect to a different parent, and n − 1 vertices can be selected as the parent for a vertex. Hence, the greatest number of ISTs in P(n) is n − 1.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let π n (s) denotes the set of all permutations that conform to the following rules regarding variables n and s. The variable n is an integer, which represents the cardinality of elements. The permutations of n elements from 1 to n, and the suffix of these permutations are the same specific sequence s. When s is a null sequence, the permutation set is all permutations from 1 to n (π 3 = (1, 2, 3), (2, 1, 3), (1, 3, 2), (3, 1, 2), (2, 3, 1), (3, 2, 1)). And the permutation set π 3 (3, 1) means the specific permutation set (2, 3, 1) in which the suffix of every permutation is obeyed the s suffix sequence.
In the pancake graph, each vertex u ∈ π n represents a certain permutation of n elements. For permutation u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ), let u(i) = u i denotes the value of the ith element in this permutation; and let u −1 (u i ) = i denotes the position index of the element u i in u. u i describes how to flip the ordering from the permutation u. Start from the element u i and go back through u 1 , after this, we concatenate the rest of permutation from u i+1 to u n . That means the new permutation
We construct an n-dimensional pancake graph P(n) using the vertex set V (P(n)) ∈ π n and connecting these vertices by the edge set E(P(n)) = {u, u i |2 ≤ i ≤ n}. The pancake graph is an undirected graph. Let P n i denotes a subset of vertices that the value of the last element equals to i. In this paper, we choose a particular subset of vertices for constructing distinct ISTs. And according to different subset we used, we denote IST as T n t which is constructed from the subset of vertices P n t+1 . In the context of Property 1, we can note that the greatest number of ISTs in P(n) is n − 1. We named this subset that we used for constructing IST as ''Main Subset'' and the rest of subsets as ''Other Subsets''. These two terms are crucial for the following descriptions.
III. ALGORITHM OF ISTs
This section presents the proposed algorithms, designing two strategies for constructing n − 1 ISTs on n-dimensional pancake graph P(n). The first strategy constructs n − 2 ISTs according to ''Main Subset'' that introduce previously. The second strategy deals with the exceptional case and find ''the last spanning tree'' on P(n). Figure 3 sketches the structure of our ISTs and uses the circle to represent the vertex subset. Since the pancake graph is symmetric, w.l.o.g., this paper using the vertex with permutation (1, 2, . . . , n) as the root for every ISTs.
• The First Strategy: Constructing the IST T n t (1 ≤ t ≤ n − 2) according to ''Main Subset'' P n t+1 . Start from the root and construct a spanning tree in P n n . Extending this spanning tree to ''Main Subset'' P n t+1 . After that, connecting the remaining vertices in ''Other Subsets''.
• The Second Strategy: Constructing the ''last spanning tree'' T n n−1 . Start from the root and construct a spanning tree in P n 1 . Extend the last spanning tree to subsets P n i (2 ≤ i < n). After that, connecting the remaining vertices in subset P n n . During the construction, since each vertex in the spanning tree has only one parent vertex but might have multiple children. Instead of constructing through the child vertices, we focus on how to choose the one parent for each vertex in this paper. 
A. MAIN ALGORITHM
The main algorithm constructs ISTs which connecting vertices in P n n (the specific vertex subset that the last element of each vertex equals to n), and then using two subroutines to deal with vertices in ''Main Subset'' and ''Other Subsets''. According to our first strategy, we construct n − 2 ISTs on an n-pancake graph and the last spanning tree will be constructed by those unused connections. We require four parameters to present the construction of ISTs: the input vertex u, the position index pos, the ordinal number of ISTs t, and a result table table to record the constructions.
• u: an input vertex in P(n) which represents a permutation, u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ).
• pos: denote a position index which indicates the inspecting element.
• t: the ordinal number of ISTs that we construct here, t = 1, .., n − 1.
• table: record the construction of all ISTs. E.g. table [u, p] = t means that the connection between vertex u and vertex u p is used by IST t. Since the pancake graph is symmetric and hierarchy, the structure of vertex in P n n is homogeneous to the (n − 1)-dimensional pancake subgraph P(n − 1). The only difference is that the permutation of a vertex in P n n gets one more element at the end and its value equals to n, as we can see the structures of P 4 4 and P(3) in Figure 1 . Therefore, we can consider P n n to be the same as P(n − 1), and follow the ISTs in P(n − 1) to construct the spanning trees in P n n . According to the hierarchical structure, we inspect the input vertex u recursively in the n-pancake subgraph until it does not belong to P i i (1 < i ≤ n). This means at position index pos, this input vertex is no longer following the decreasing order (e.g. (2, 1, 3, 4) will leave the recursion when pos = 2). Start from how to connect the root vertex, w.l.o.g., let (1, 2, 3, . . . , n) be the root for each ISTs. When the input vertex satisfies that u t + 1 equals to the permutation of root, we choose the root vertex as a parent for this input vertex in T n t . And then, the main algorithm inspects whether the input vertex belongs to vertex subset P n n . When position index pos is less than t + 1, the main algorithm assigns this input vertex to its parent vertex u t + 1 .
Algorithm 1 Main Algorithm
Input : u: the input vertex; pos: the position index we inspecting; t: the ordinal number of a spanning tree; table: a two dimensional array records the constructions of n − 1 ISTs Output: the parent of this vertex in this spanning tree and the two dimensional array marking which parent of the vertices is used 1 table is initailize to 0 2 if u(pos) = pos then 3 Main Algorithm(u, pos − 1, t, table) In vertex subset P n n , we also indicate two good vertex sets which are used to directly connect to ''Main Subset'' and ''Other Subsets'':
• The permutation belongs to π n (1, t + 2, t + 3, . . . , n):
There is a suffix of this permutation that starts from 1, and attaches the increasing sequence from t + 2 to n (e.g. for IST t = 2, (2, 3, 1, 4, 5, 6) and (3, 2, 1, 4, 5, 6) are first kind of good vertices in P 6 6 ). • And the second kind of good vertex: there is a suffix that starts from t + 1, and attaches the increasing sequence from j to n for j ∈ [t + 3, n] (e.g. π n (t + 1, t + 3, t + 4, . . . , n), π n (t + 1, t + 4, . . . , n), . . . ., π n (t + 1, n)). When the input vertex in ''Main Subset'' or ''Other Subsets'' that flipping at the pos-th element will become a permutation belongs to good vertex sets, we choose this good vertex as the parent for this input vertex. And by this connection, we extend the construction of IST T n t to ''Main Subset'' and ''Other Subsets''. Figure 4 presents an example of different pancake graphs in T n 1 ; vertices with a bottom line can be considered good vertices in this spanning tree. The next step, we choose a parent vertex in ''Main Subset'' for the input vertex u whose first element equals to t + 1. The parent vertex we chose represents the permutation of u that flips at the pos-th element and connect a vertex in ''Main Subset'' to a vertex in ''Other Subsets'' for T n t . The last part of the main algorithm, we deal with the rest of vertices. When the input vertex is determined to end on ''Main Subset'', we choose a parent for this vertex through subroutine ''Algorithm 2''. And other vertices must be sent to ''Algorithm 3''.
B. ALGORITHM 2
Algorithm 2 serves to connect vertices in ''Main Subset'' P n t+1 for constructing the specific IST T n t . It requires: the input vertex u, the position index pos, the ordinal number of ISTs t, and result table table to record the constructions. Here, we use one more parameter Hubs to construct IST in ''Main Subset''. Hubs is a set of vertices in ''Main Subset'' which flips at the same position index pos from the first kind of good vertices in P n n . We denote these vertices as hubs in ''Main Subset''.
Similar to the main algorithm, we keep shrinking pancake graph in ''Main Subset'' down to the smaller pancake subgraph that contains at least one hub. We introduce a new notation Hubs(d) to denote an element set which collects the dth element for each hub vertex in the Hubs (e.g. the Hubs is (1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 4, 3, 1), then Hubs(4) = {4, 1}). Algorithm 2 recursively trace those hub vertices by finding the longest suffix between the input vertex and any hub. And let position index d to indicate the prefix sequence besides its longest common suffix.
Algorithm 2 Find ISTs Algorithm on Main Subset
Input : u: the input vertex; pos: the position index we inspecting; t: the ordinal number of a spanning tree; table: a two dimensional array records the constructions of n − 1 ISTs;
Hubs: the vertex set connects to good vertices Output: the parent of this vertex in this spanning tree and the two dimensional array marking which parent of the vertices is used 
In each ''Main Subset'', there is at least one hub vertex which directly connects to a good vertex in P n n and we use this connection to construct the IST. Specifically, vertices in ''Main Subset'' must find a path to a hub according to its prefix sequence. To demonstrate the operation of Algorithm 2, Figure 5 and Figure 6 show an example of constructing IST T 5 2 in P 5 3 . The cycle in these figures represents the hub vertex and the underlined sequence denotes the prefix sequence that we use to choose the parent for this vertex. Dotted arrows in these figures indicate which vertex is inspected and which vertex is the parent. Corresponding to the rules in Algorithm 2, the element in boldface constitutes the key element to choosing these rules. According to the rules, we choose the parent for each vertex in ''Main Subset'' and find the path to connect to the hub for constructing the IST.
C. ALGORITHM 3
Algorithm 3 pertains to constructing a spanning tree in ''Other Subsets''. When the first element of input vertex u equals to the main subset number m = t +1, this vertex would connect to ''Main Subset'' by flipping the whole permutation. For the rest of vertices in ''Other Subsets'', we flip it at the element whose value equals to the main subset number and assigning that vertex as its parent. However, as discussed in the context of Algorithm 2, some rules would entail conflicts in ''Other Subsets''. To maintain Algorithm 2, special rules must be determined to find the new parents in these conflicts.
As mentioned, we must add some exceptions; therefore, we design a pre-treatment for inspecting whether we must use special rules to find the parent for this input vertex. We introduce two variables:
• gvs(an abbreviation of ''good vertex set''): gvs stores an integer to denote the main subset number for which IST that the second kind of good vertex would directly connect to this input vertex.
• check(an abbreviation of ''check position index''):
check stores an integer to denote which position index that we should inspect when this input vertex be treated as a vertex in ''Main Subset'' for other ISTs.
Algorithm 3 pertains to inspecting and addressing exceptions.
Because the outlined rules pertain to Algorithm 2, we can review them in Algorithm 2 to easily determine them. For example, the rule (1) in Algorithm 3 is corresponding to the rule (3) in Algorithm 2. We inspect this input vertex from the first element to the check position. And when the first element is the minimum between this prefix, Algorithm 2 assigns this input vertex to the parent which flipped at the
Algorithm 3 Find ISTs Algorithm on Other Subcases
Input : u: the input vertex; pos: the position index we inspecting; t: the ordinal number of a spanning tree; table: a two dimensional array records the constructions of n − 1 ISTs Output: the parent of this vertex in this spanning tree and the two dimensional array marking which parent of the vertice is used 1 gvs = 0 2 check = 
check position when we treat this vertex belongs to ''Main Subset'' in other IST. But when the value of the element at the check position is equal to t + 1 this connection conducts a conflict since we also intend to assign to the same parent in Algorithm 3. The difference is that Algorithm 2 treats this input vertex as a vertex in ''Main Subset'', but in Algorithm 3 it is a vertex belongs to ''Other Subsets''. To overcome this conflict, we choose a new parent for this input vertex when we treat it as a vertex belonging to ''Other Subsets''. Flipping at the position whose value is the maximum between the prefix from the first element to the check position. The rest of rules address the exceptions according to the rule (2) and rule (4) in Algorithm 2. VOLUME 8, 2020
IV. PROOF REGARDING ALGORITHMS
We prove some of the rules of the aforementioned algorithms to ensure that we can construct ISTs on the n-pancake graph (P(n)). Property 2: P(n − 1) is the graph that each vertex removes the last element n on P n n . Proposition 1: According to the structure of ISTs. The root connects to the subset P n 1 at the vertex (n, n−1, . . . , 2, 1) in the last spanning tree T n n−1 , and other vertices have paths to this subset. Therefore, the vertices whose first element is one connect to P n 1 . Proposition 2: The spanning tree T n i on P n n is the same as the spanning tree T n−1 i on P(n − 1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2). Proof: According to Property 2, P(n − 1) is the graph that each vertex removes the last element n on P n n . Therefore, the spanning trees that added an element n to all vertices on P(n − 1) are also the spanning trees on P(n). Hence, the spanning tree T n i on P n n is the same as the spanning tree T n−1 i on P(n − 1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2). Lemma 1: When there are n − 2 ISTs, the graph g is induced by the rule of the last spanning tree on P(n). P n 1 is connected.
Proof: In other spanning trees, the vertices in P n 1 could find the parent by Algorithm 3. According to Algorithm 3, when vertices find their parents, they reserve a neighbor for Algorithm 2 to ensure Algorithm 2 works. Then, according to Algorithm 2, each vertex must have a path to a hub. When Algorithm 3 works on P n 1 , the second FOR loop in Algorithm 3 finds only one vertex (n, n − 1, . . . , 2, 1) as common ancestor for the last spanning tree. In other words, each vertex in P n 1 reserves a neighbor to ensure a path to vertex (n, n−1, . . . , 2, 1) on Algorithm 3. Therefore, any two vertices are connected by the vertex (n, n − 1, . . . , 2, 1), and P n 1 is connected in g. Lemma 2: When there are n − 2 ISTs, the graph g is induced by the rule of the last spanning tree on P(n).
Proof: According to Proposition 1, the vertices whose first element is one connect to P n 1 . Let v denotes the vertex whose first element is one. Then, if other vertices have paths to v, these vertices have paths to P n 1 . Since the rule 4 in Algorithm 2, there are two different cases to find paths to v. The first case focuses on vertices which the rule 4 in Algorithm 2 doesn't work in other spanning tree, and the second case focuses on remain vertices.
Case 1:
According to the structure of ISTs, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. P n i (2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) is the Main Subset in different spanning trees. Then, most vertices don't connect to v in other spanning trees, therefore we assign v to be their parent in the last spanning tree. Case 2: According to the rule 4 in Algorithm 2, some exceptional vertices connect to v in other spanning trees, and these vertices can not connect to v this time. However, since the rule of edge, if the rule 4 in Algorithm 2 works on this vertex, the rule must not be used on the neighbors of this vertex. These exceptional vertices can connect to a neighbor which is not used in other spanning trees. This neighbor has a path to v by Case 1, these exceptional vertices have paths to P n 1 . Hence, other vertices have paths to P n 1 . Lemma 3: When there are n − 2 ISTs, the graph g is induced by the rule of the last spanning tree on P(n). There are n! vertices in g, and g is connected.
Proof: According to the structure of ISTs. The root connects to the subset P n 1 in the last spanning tree T n n−1 at the vertex (n, n − 1, . . . , 2, 1), and this subset connects to other subsets. According to Lemma 1, P n 1 is connected in g. And according to Lemma 2, other vertices have paths to P n 1 . Hence, there are n! vertices in g, and g is connected.
Lemma 4: When there are n − 2 ISTs, the graph g is induced by the rule of the last spanning tree on P(n). There are n! − 1 edges in g.
Proof: Because there are n − 2 ISTs, each vertex choose only one neighbor as parent in the last spanning tree except for the root. Then, there are n! − 1 edges in g.
Theorem 1: When there are n − 2 ISTs, the graph g is induced by the rule of the last spanning tree on P(n). g is a tree.
Proof: According to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. There are n! vertices in g, there are n!−1 edges in g, and g is connected. Hence, g is a tree.
Theorem 2: The algorithm in this paper constructs n − 1 ISTs on P(n) (n ∈ N).
Proof:
Basic
Step: The algorithm constructs 0 ISTs on P(1).
Induction
Step: According to Proposition 2, the algorithm constructs ISTs on P n n by following ISTs on P(n − 1). By induction hypothesis, the algorithm in this paper can construct n − 1 ISTs on P(n) (n ∈ N).
V. CONCLUSION
The pancake graph is notable and similar to a bubble sort graph. Both the pancake and bubble sort graphs can have n! vertices if they are constructed from the same value. However, the rules for edges are different. In the pancake graph, two different vertices u, v in the pancake have an edge between them, if for an integer i(2 ≤ i ≤ n), u and v are the same when u flips its sequence on index i. However, the two different vertices u, v in a bubble sort graph have an edge between them, if for two integers i, j(1 ≤ i < j ≤ n), u and v are the same, when we switch symbols in index i, j. Because of this difference between the pancake graph and bubble sort graph, we cannot use the rules for constructing ISTs in bubble sort.
In this paper, we propose feasible algorithms for constructing ISTs on the pancake graph. According to the first kind of structures, we construct n − 2 ISTs on P(n). According to the second kind of structures and the rule for last spanning tree, we can construct one IST. Then, we construct n − 1 ISTs on P(n).
According to algorithms, input a vertex to find its parent in ISTs by its sequence. Then we consider that is parallel computing and the time complexity is O(n × n!) on P(n). n! means the size of pancake graph. Then, we can consider that our algorithm is in polynomial time. We prove the effectiveness of the algorithms in constructing ISTs rapidly and easily. We hope these theoretical contributions can be useful for other problems.
